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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky C,ommuntty Newspaper
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Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

First...
with
Local News '
and
Local Pictures
United Press

*Twenty Five
Scouters At
Mayfield Meet

aces tensely into
cell in Redwood•
attain and knife
19. last July 24.
was sane at the
!international)

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, January 28, 1958

Truck Bill Is
Submitted Monday

Registration For
Night Classes Set

Outbreak Of
Fires Kill
It Least 20

FRANKFORT
— . A bill .
pi•rmitting longer and
higher
trucks on Kentucky highways
was submitted Monday by.
Hause Majority Leader Addison
Everett (D-Masan a The bill would increase the
maximum permissible length of
tractor - trailer-TrUbcs from 48
to 50 feet. It would -raise the
limit on truck heights from 12a4
to 13as feet.
. Deputy Commissioner of Motor TranspCration Delmar Ison
:aid' truck lengths . were being
.ncreased by two feet to permit
tobacco trucks -to carry an extra
trer of hagaheada 4tabacca,
The increase would mean that
:rucks could carry 24 hogsheads
aldtabacco instead of 21.
The higher maximum height
is designed to accommodate automobile
carriers
which
are
sllghtty in ercesS Of The present
height limit.

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXX1X No. 24

Public Will Get Chance To
Criticize State Budget Bill

Registration for ant business
eas?es at Murray State College
has aeen scheduled for Monday,
Feb. 3 at 7 p.m in the administwo
C,uunites
OUT
reported
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
ration building, according to Dr.
7anitnas B. Hogancamp. head of United Press Staff Correspondent sec, nd - class city bills which•
'could increase the number of
he department.
FRANKFORT IP —The gen- o:unly members on planning
Twenty-five Scouters from the
By UNITED PRESS
The classes, to run concurrendanLCIaef dadianiibbv District attendn d
An ..utbreals of fires. includ- • :y with the second semester. will eral public today will get
and dating commissions,
ed the monthly Roundtable meet.ng one et the worst blazes in aneet from 7 - 8:15 and from other -chance to catic.ze the ad- -would ah:dten the wtok week
ministration's 668 million dollar :f policapen from six to five
ing which was held at the Maytaa kuk
Ewa, history, swept 8:30 to '1::45. . on Monday and
field Electric Building, Mayfield,
. he nation, hitting hardest at si hursday nights. Each course budget bill when the Senate.
,tar days. r
Cummittee holds
Kentucky. Dallis!' ...Boyd, District
the' helpless, the . -children and will be a three credit one, and ApProariations
The meat important bin' remeasure.
the.
on
hearings
apen
Commissioner was in charge of
ported out by House commititje aged.
a student may enroll for two
Delegations interested in live- tees
'he meting and announced that
administration
Was
an
A United Press survey show- ccurses.
indigent
cantrol,
Troop 49. Benton. was the winner
disease
stock
Courses to be offered if there
measure to revamp the unemed that at least 20 children have
of the Annual fall round-up for
and
parks
state
care,
medical
arymen: compensation laws.
been kiled in fires since Mon- is sufficient demand include:
new boys. Troop 49. under the
textbooks were expected to
One provision of the/ bill
day. There - were 19 known Business 102, Advanced: _Type- free
leadership of Charles Lents, reopporor
advanlage
-The
Tike
w: uld raise maximum unemdeaths by fire. across the nation writing:- Business 107, Principles
cruited 13 new boys during the
when
views
air
tunity
-their
la
ployment benefits from $32 to
Among the dead were five of Accounting I. Business 108,
ree month round-up. Following
elderly inen in D e s Moines, Principles of Accouniing II; Susi- the hearings open this morning. 134 per ,week.
close behind Troop 49 was: Troop
The Senate ani Hause will
Other oills
which received
Iows,a family of five a: -Hess- aess' 110, Business Mathematics,
76, Symsonia, 12 new boys; Troop
nae_rae at 1 p.m. cat.
aaanmittee action Menday night
mer. La., a young mother and .nd Business 111, In.roduction to rex..
45, Murray, 11 new boys: and
The c immatee held a shalt- :ncluded a 'measure to exclude
three children
at Graysville. auFiness.
Troop 36, Mayfield with 10' new
aasad session after _adjourning,
-Tenna a mother and two - chilform he jOrisdietlon of Juveboys. Many other units contributa4.-nday "Wight during as-bids it nile Curts offenses involving
dren at Pilot Knob, Ind., and
ed to this round-up to make
agreed
the
rumored
.group
to
O
mo:or vehicle's.
two children in Chicago.
a total of 70 new boys during
limit discussion on the budget
A bill to. require parents or
Hotel Catches'Fire
this three month period.
amendments inonly
those
.o
At Des Moines, a bleze started
auardians
be responsible for
CONTROLLING FUSION REACTION—Scientists at Britain's AtomPack 90 of Murray won an
•e
rted--13Ydays
House
the
12
.-andalism by their children.
in a cafe kitchen and quickly Monday's, complete record folic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, England, have
applause of appreciation for hayago.
made important advances in the harnessing of power from
And bills which would change
spread into The upper floors of
,mg 7 members of the Committee
The effect of
this . ruling !he classification
the fusion of atoms. The apparatus is known as ZETA (Zero
50
Census
'walkup" hotel, the Olympia.
of- Hardinspresent. Pack 90 is under the
to
seauld
'prevent
be
the pro- Aire and Mount Olivet.
Energy Thermonuclear Assembly). At top, left, the torus of
65
Adult Beds
In the confusion of smoke and
leadership of Oren Hull, Comif
assal
my more amendments
the ZETA is close to the transformer. The coils wound on the
15
Emergency Beds
FRANKFORT It? —State Sera
flatnes five elderly men were
mittee Chairman. and Captain
torus produce a stabilizinq field which helps to prevent the
2 - ay waneases testifying at the
Patient: Adm.tted
trapped while firemen .rescued
R. W. Rowan_ Cubmas:er, The Wayne Freeman (D - Graves)
hot gas touching the torus wall. At top, right, Is a part yievi
hearing' today. .
•
Patients -Dismissed
0
15! other residents from t Is e
Pack is sponsored by the Murray Manday night introduced a bill
of ZETA. The vacuum exhaust tubes can be seen in the foreThe lag „jam Of legislation
New Cit:zens
o
secand and third floors.
Training
Bill Adams, Which would effeelively remave
ground. At bottom, left, is the ZETA control desk. A scientist
batted Up in* House 'and Senate
Lt. Guy. Harry Lee Waterfield
Killed were 'Joe - Ingersoll. 69, Patients admitted from Friday
president.
4
-is seen- making oscillographic measurements on the gas disdirector, "of . the Legislative
Dalton Beardttltroduced' Macon as
Melvin Allen. -about -75. Oren '1:30 a. m. to Monday 10:00 a. in. camm,decs was "':broken during
charge within the torus. At bottom, right, is an overhead view
Mrs. George • Green. Route, 2, a two-hour session of :he GenBlankenship. Ditectui of Safety, Research Corsmission.
•Immel. 62. and Everett Demi
of ZETA prototype, used for material testing. (Central Press)
re; Mrs. George. Edd Over- eral . Assembly Monday nigTit. A
The bill would make the ofM u r r•a y Mfg. Company. Mr.
Mar in. 75. The ftfth body w a
Blankenship explained that the f.ce of director of the C,0111Mis. .ey. 707 Olive, Murray; Mrs. total of 15 measures were re'en
buArnued:torh:i
on. np
n
▪ Safety program is divided into lion incompatible with any othCletus Fair, 1108 Elm St., Mur- ported out by committees and
y
esondblarm
eceritai
three sections. traffic safety. out- er public office.
fire place' for a blaze which de- ray; Mrs. Hunter Love. 503 Wilt be ready for action on the
Wednesday.
door safety and safety. Each
Other bills introduced in the
stroyed a two-room frame house Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Dula floor
House
comm.:tees
approved
Scout unit in the District is General Assembly blanday- night
Waldrop
Jones,
Drive.
Murray;
at
Messmer.
The five Negro vicCAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. II?
By UNITED PRESS
requested to participate in ene .nclude:
Mrs. Dennis Smith. 113 No. 7th nine bills and four resolutions
—The United States may have
with snow todaY tims were Er& Tipped. 24, his
mixed
Rain
sfter
being
lectured
Speaker
by
or more projects in each section.
St.,
Mrs.
Murray;
Tommy
A bill to transfer achninistraMora
baby "moon" in the sky five
fed rising rivers in New England wife. Drian. 22, and their chit
Afterdannouncement of coming tion of the driver's licensing
and 'baby boy. Rt. 1, Ben- Morris Weintraub (D-Camisbell) minutes
after the Army's Jupiter
—now at their ' highest levels dren. Elsie Jr.. 9 months, Bar- tan
as
the
-members'
laxity
in
goevents the- Cubbers attended a program from the Department
turn Mrs. Jame, Meadows. 414
Hurricane Diane flooded the re- tha. 2. and Mary Lau 3.
C missile as launched from here,
ing
forward
with
c,immittee
acsession on the "job and duties of Public Safety to the DepartSo, 10th St., Murray; Mr. Howgion in 1955.
probably this week.
of the secretary and treasurer," ment of Revenue
l-tears Children's Screams
ard Dean Dunrgan, Rt, 1, Ben- ,ion on bills.
"ue..J-Ipiter C. if all goes well,
The. added precipitation folHe
ii,..istect
rufnurs
that
. Mike Stranak, Pack 46, Murray • di bill to establish a special
the
:.n: Mr. William Glenn Smith,
ail' tilts
, just abou. that 1011I4
the wake of a monthgarage worker. J
LEXINGTON IP - San John ioed
was in charge of this session. fund in
acisrinistoonin
5s
resporasf
V
the Department of
heavy snows, and :old officials he came upon the fle I. 'Murray; Mr. George Hart. for the
Le •IDIRREttitif Wen the eagle, drop
delays
g. The Scooters paioicipated in a Hightvays for the use of cities Sherman Ceaaer (WY.: 1 and long series of
in
committee.
304 No. 4th St.. Murray: Mrs.
of three stages one by one.
Gov. A. B. Chandler .will speak rain last wekend. Three Mass- flaming home of Mrs. Frances
buzz erasion on "Advancement in for street 'building and
"It • is inconceivable that this
Bert Cathey, Lynn Grove: Mrs.
main, here today at 'he opening of achusetts communities — Ded- Smith, 25. at Graysville, but B
and send the final state payload
ihe Troop."
House
which has on One contenance.
Robert Miller, Rt. I. Benton;
hurtling parallel to the earth
the 46th annual Farm and Home ham. Norwood and Walpole — v. as unable to gain entry either
Bet . y
Ralph Morris closed the meetMiss,
A measure to appropriate 20
Thurmond, 503 -*mous °erasion demonstrated 300 miles up and a: 18.000 miles
Week at the University of Ken- ieceived amild flooding when the- by a door or window. Sneed
ing with the Scouters Benedic- million dollars
Mrs. W. A. Its fieedum and independence. an hour into elliptical orbit,
from the state tucky.
Charles and Neponset rivers aid he saw Mrs. Smith. a di- Brbacl.
would not be willingly hamperroad fund for the improvement
Cunningham,
Murray'.t.
fi
1. Kirksey;
• That would be half the time
The senator and iOVernor will' overflowed their banks.
'soiree, and shouted to her that
of rural' roads and bridges.
Mr. M. 0. Crouch, Lynn Grove; ed by some other seurce." Wein- the Navy Vanguard takes to
Both the Charles and the Nep- her house was on fire.
be introduced by university prearaub
said.
Mrs.
Another to autharize the pur- ideni Dr Frank G. Dickey. Some onset were higher than they
Jimmie
Z.:allimore
do the job.
and
"She answered "I know it'
"If Ihi; House is delayed in
chase of group life insurance 2.000 farmers and their families have been since the devastation
baby boy, Rt. 3, Puryear, Tenn.;
The Army was ordered in
•nd made na attempt to leave,"
its
business,
the
responsibility
for members of church congre- are expected to attend the four- of Hurricane Diane. aad the
Mrs: Robert Cavitt and baby
November to ready the Jupiter
Sneed said.
must
and
will
be
laid
to
no
girl. Rt. 1, Benton, Master Dens
Charles was expected to swell
gations with the church as pola day sessiona waich end Friday.
C. for: a satellite attempt, but
He heard the screams of ho
v.ds nit expected 1,1 come
icy-holder and beneficiary.
nis C. Nall, 1706 Ryan Ave.. :her prrson or persons than
Dr Sarah Blanding. president another seven or eight inches lying cbldren. Sneed said. .
t
▪
urseives."
• The effects of -goad nutrition
M u:16y.
before another try with the
A bill to authorize the legis- of Vassar College and former before cresting at seven feet
,n healthy development is being
was unable to du anything. Th.!
The --House pr-mptly approvers Vaneuard. which exploded on its
Wednesday.
brought home in striking fashion lature to elect the members of dean of worrien'at the University
dead were Mrs: Smith, and her Patients dismissed from Jan. 24. ▪ motion to recess for commitAcross the nation, an all-out
pad Dec. 6 in- the nation's initial
1158 to
y 27, 1954. • •
to Almo school children in an the Legislative Research. Com- of Kentucky. will speak at an
children.
Aline,
8.
Frieda
Gail,
search was • on for a 12-tear
Mrs Charles Tolley, 402 So. tee meetings that was made by ta'etlite effort.
experiment with white rats be- mission instead of permitting afternoon session Wednesday.
3,
and
William
Augustus,
I.
But the Navy rocket developed
6th St.. Murray; Miss Lagenia one of the rebel .membtos —
Hause and senate members to
The annual program :his year old buy Scout who has been
ginning today.'
At Pilot Knob, a mother died
will be aimed at problem areas lost for three days in the frigid with two of her children when Darnell, Rt. I. Farmington: Miss Rep. Charles Williams (D-Mc- aerious trouble - during several
Each rat has a separate cage. serve ex officio.
attempts to launch it last week
Pat.y Page, Rt. 2, Golden Pond; aracken).
A bill which would make the of Kentucky farmers and their and rugged Menclecino Nationil she ran
One will be fed the same balancback into .her blazing
The Senate Municipalities and apparently is being repaired.
Forest near Willows, Calif.
Mr. Robert Beard, 700 Olive,
ed meal that, .children receive present statutory provision which tam il i es.
home
in
an.
attempt
to
rescue
Temperatures have been at or
Another Launching try is expectBenton; Mrs. Eual Lockhart, 415
Tobacco price supports and
each day in the school lunch permits the governor, auditor
near freezing both nights Dennis them. Clyde Onstott, 38, said no So, 9th So, Murray;
ed soon, but • it is not known
Mr.
Buddy
room. The other one will be and attornesl general to suspend production control will be diswas
ch
pains
wood in a shed
Wurschmidt has been lost, ,but
just when.
Vance, 214 Beach, Helena, Ark.;
fed a diet of cands and other the state treasurer when they cussed by a pane! Friday.
nearby in: did pot know the
As in the case of the Vanguard.
Mr. Bethel Orr, 218 So. 12th
The emphasis on the Farm authorities were hopeful he still a
are of !he opinion public funds
•sweets and soda.
use sea, on fire until he heard
was alive.
it will take about two hours
St..
Murray;
Mrs.
John
Grogan.
At the same time each day are in danger while under his and Home Week agenda this
Widespread rain and snow ac- a.s wee, alilared, 34, scream.
to determine whe her the Jupiter
Box 35; Hardin: Mrs. porsey
year has been placed on specific
the rats will be weighed and a control.
Mother,„,- Daughters Die
tivity occurred across the nation
C has Mit its satellite into orbit.
Another measure to permit solutions for specific problems.
chart kept (in their progress.
P-1;ce damed the blaze on a Hencaiii and baby boy, 'Rt. 5,
1?
exbroad
today.
belt
early
A
WASHINGTON
—
'U.
S.
. The switch from the Vanguard
Murras; Mrs, Bab Elkins, Har.The animals are expected - to canstruction of National Guard rat hen than on a generalized tending across the northern :ii
.1. - se flue. Mrs. Onstott and
leaders today hailed the signing to the Jopiter C for the satellite
din. Mt. Howard Duhigan, Rt.
show difference iri 'weight, tex- armories at sites not aaiecifically program.
caughters. Alla Marie, 4,
with
from
of
ti'
Iowa
1,Russia
to
states
(if
an
exchange
pact
attempt was nal planned in any
Problems scheduled for disI. Beaton. Mrs. Noble Roberts.
ture of hair, color of skin and nsmed in the 1956 act .at the
Ann Frances, 9. were kilembracing radio and television sense and has nothing to do
urbanization. lantic Seaboard received - rain
include:
1307 Wells Blvd.. Murray, (Extemperament. An animal feeding discretion of the state adju'ant cussion
ad. three other Onstott chilthe
snow
third
broadcasts
for
day
"in
aia
a
;
possibly
historic
with a "race" between the Army
livestock marketing, dieting and
pired); Mrs. James Gilliam and
experiment shows children that general.
row. Albany. N. Y. receive:4 abou. _ten were reported in serious
departure in, improving East- and the Navy to put the first
baby boy. Benton; Mrs. J. R.
all •foods work together — that
A bill to change the pension foods, home remodeling or build- one inch of snow since ?stomas: soOsSition.
West
relations.
U. S man-made moon into orbit
Haley and -baby girl, Alm).
both animals and people need age for, police judges in second ing. capital operatieds. equipment night.
If all goes smoothly, authorities with Russia's Sputnik IT.
A fire Monday night in a
a variety of food from the basic class cities from 60 to 50' years use, consumer problarna, • -estate
said
it
might
be
converted
possible
flat on Chicago's
to
Still it is a change from the
seven.
and to change the amount of planning, population - shift's and
arrange the first swap or radio- Philosophy of using
South Side killed two sisters,
a highly
In every division according the pension from a $2.400 max- new agricultural problems.
TV
broadcasts
dealing
Glare
in inter- refined and cerrealex scientific
Hudson, 3, and Regina,
Awards will be made during
to grade olevels pupils should imum to (7.ineZalf his annual
national
problems
10 months,. Authorities held the
by this spring. instrument — the Vanguard — to
the week to three of the state's
learn that the way that they salary.
Some were frankly skeptical. do the job. The Jupiter
owner of the building who they
C deeat effects the way they grow,
By
UNITED
A bill to authoette cities and outstandIng agriculturists. master
PRESS
however,
whether after agreeing pends on comparative simplicity
said admitted the gas line leadfarm homemakers and top 4-H
the way they look and the way counties to convey real
A
small
earthquake
in
running
principle
to the exchange
estate Club leaders.
ing into ihe building had been
they think and feet.
along the New Madrid Fault the Russians actually %you'd per- et design and sheer power.
FRANKFORT II? • — Commisowned by them if the legislaBasically. the Jupiter C is. a
Livestock breeders' associations. sioner of Agriculture Ben J. illegally tapped. Ilitnesses said was felt late
Those conducting the experl- tive body of the city
Monday
night
mit
President
in
Eisenhower. and combination of the short ranee
. or county.,deed groups and Mater farrn
an explosion preceded the fire.
ottent are Mrs__Beaurdean.Wratilit- -determiner the
western
-sattaakedow
--Monday
Kentucky,
southern
ether
-Ms--S.'
filia
rifftelarts-to give their JaWine ballistic missile and 15
reoperty-TEr
of the "Iludson
organizations will hold their aner and her first grade in co- longer,is
views frankly over Soviet-oper- smaller Maid fuel rockets,
needed for government noel business sessions in con- introduced in the House. charging Chalciren brought to 13 the nuns- nois and eastern Missouri.
all
operation with Mrs. Helen Hogans functions.
No
attempt
'damage
to
an
represents
.emor
it
injuries
Were ated .air waves.
.
tier if persons killed in Chicago
of which have been flown time
junction with the meeting.
aa camp, lunch . room director of
reported
department
on
barass
livecaused
•
his
by
the
10:56
If the exchanged oes come
A measure to require a twotenement fires since Jim. 20.
"" rural schools in Calloway County.
p.m. cat, quake, but buildings about, U. S. officials said it and again successfully and are
stock disease control.
third vote at the state Farm
'Damages as high as .a half- were
in operational status. The entire
shaken
introduced
Rep.
bill,
by
The
and
one
unidentified could "blaze a new . trail" to
DOG CALLS
Bureau
Federation
convention
million dollars were estimated Paducah,
assembly. also has been test flown
FARM ANIM.LS
Cottengim
VernorKy.,
0.
(D-Kenton)
woman
said she understanding between Russians
to change the by-laws of that
in the fire that destroyed Iwo and her
successfully.,
CHICAGO —aft
/Cattle are
would
require
stockyards
small
emto
son
were
tumbled and Americans that in turn
unionization.
PORT HURON. Mich. --art-grown on almost five million
ploy a veterinarian to examine oui(ding.s in the heart of the from their beds.
ceuld resolve the missile-tense
A measure to require that Telephone operator Tere-sa BedKeckuk business district a is d
a .. .if the more then six million
The woman called a Paducah cold war. Sit m e congressmen
brucellosis
sold
all
stock
for
the commissioner of rurai high- linguette was handling a collect
11 .. farms in the United Slates,
radio station to ask why her were equally 'optimistic 0 v e r
infection. Cottengim is regarded oeruaged two others.
Cloey Muse:. She
call to
ways be a, licensed engineer..
home was shaking and hung potentialities of the agreement.
eorcling to the American Meat
as a spokseman for the adminA bill which' would exempt couldn't find a Cloey listed bal
U.S. WON'T JOIN PACT
up without giving her name.
Inatitote. Hogs are grown on
istration of Gov. A. B. Chandler.
which would open up a wide
residence.
Mutier
tried
trucks
a
under 24,000
LOUISVILLE IP — Metors
pounds
nearly
Maj. Keigh Yancey of the range of other- cultural contacts
The measure, also would levS.
four
million
farms,
She was told, "Yes, I'm Mr. .fees of $1
for Bi,shop William T. Watkins,
WASHINGTON
IP
—
alieep on about 600,000 farms. from paying the gross weight
U.
S.
Paducah
dipigainst
head
per
Police Department, said barred at present'
Moser. but not Cloey Mtger.
truck tax.
head of the Methadist Church
lomaic posts abread have been he and Asst. Chief Paul Holland
stockyards on all livestock.
Retiring Soviet Ambassador
,did have a dog named Cloey, but
A Measure to require ,t
-I am convinced that the pur- reminded that this country's pul- were sitting in Holland's office Georgi Zaroubin, who signed the In Kentucky and. West Tennescommissioner of highway.; to he's gone."
Monday he is
reported
pose behind this . bill was not ley is against joining the Bagh- at the time of the quake.
agreement Monday with Ambas- see. employ at least 40 per cant of
Than he hesitated and said to further the cause of livestock dad defense pact now. State DeHe said the window's of the sador William S. B. Lacey, special making progress in recovering
his working Pore.,f r 0 m the "Oh. well.
accept the charges disease control. Rather it was partment spokesman Joseph W. office began to rattle and the
assistant on East-West contacts, from a case of exhiustion.
minority political party.
and see what it's about."
Bishop 'Watkins was dismissed
calculated to divide the forces Reap disclosed this when asked building quivered "quite a bit." said a was the "most indportant"
A voice at the other end said:, of those seeking effective means about reports from Syria that
The quake was variously esti^ action far him' since coming from a hospital last month. EarPRESS
"Ft's Cloey Muaer who's calling of cembatting livesteck disease," the United States had assured mated to have lasted
COMEDIAN ON AIR
0-- -to to Washington. The agreement her doctors had ordered him to
-Syria it would not join the 45 seconds. Yaritey estimated the took three months to negotiate. take a complete-, rest. Physicians
you. r This is the Detroit dal; Sutler said.
HOLLYWOOD It? — Comedian nounde and tie" here."
Eiy UNITED PRESS t
e' added that two. represents- alliance. Synai s sharply criical most severe shocks lasted ap-' President Eisenhower. promptly. said Bishop Watfins has -made
Southwest Kentucky
tie
(man groups paid angry ot the live-nation pact.
Mostly Red Skelton appears tonight on
proximately 30 seconds.
expressed hope the two - year -reasonable progress" but will
cloudy and hot much change his first live television show
visits to his office Monclay under
140USE WARMING
The St. Louis University Geo- agreement would ' lead toward nut be able oiu resume any ofsince
a
nearly fatal cardiac
in temperature today, tonight and
U.S. EMPLOYE JAINED
the mistaken impressions that
physical Center reported t h e "better understanding.. .between ficial duties at present.
Wednesday. High today mid-30s, asthmatic attack almost .a month .DIETRICH, III. It? — Fireman he (Butler). was sponsoring the
seismograpn shoseed a moderate the peoples of the United States
low tonight upper ps.
ago.
BELGRADE 1111 — Mrgud Sam- shock. "definitely above the level and the Soviet Union,"
Floyd Ballow was lying in bed bill.
Supertitions abaut the periodThe red-haired funnyman was when he noticed his house was
Butler denounced the bill ' to bek. 50, an employee of the U.S. of a tremor."
Aside from radio-TV swaps, ical cicada (called the locust)
Some 5:30 am. temperatures: still pale and wan Monday when on fire. He promptly put it out. his _visitors and disclaimed any Embassy here, was arrested last
Professor Ross Heinrich said the agreement provides for ex- are untrue. entonailogiats say.
Covington 28. Hopkinsville 31. he "'speared for rehearsal for Later the same day, while on connection with it.
Dec. 12 for spreading false news the quake occurred along the c h-a nges of writers, athletes, The cicada's sting Will not kill
Paducah 28. Bowling Green 31, the program.
an alternate job as deputiasheriff, - The commissioner has refused on internal politics, security po- New Madrid Fault, which runs medical experts. artists, scientists, a person' nor does the "W"
Louisville 30. Lexington 29 and
Skelton rallied, rectivereci rap- he rode a fire engine to his home tie- disclaim the need for an lice reevaled. They s'aid Sambek along a six -state area of the educaters, student editors, motion ahaped marking on the wings
London 26.
idly and was released from the and watched it burn - to the additirmal $200.000 a sear ear- was one of six persons attested Mississippi River.
pictures and film personalities, mean war. They do not harm
sa
Evansville, Ind., 30.
hospital Jan. 10,
(Continued On Back Page)
on the charge.
ground.
(Continued on Page Six)
blackberries, Tither.
and many others.

IN LOCK
/N. Ind. — 11 —
mien- wonders how
a in Luck, Wis., was
7 the posst uffice here
wner's name and tams.wertr in the-Th.1141okt
let return..he lost
got a le'ter Irani the
th Ann Ransx.n, nine.
whieh r read: "Dear
sr: I received your letwith my billfold yowl,
keg it here in Lima,
ave. I sure was—kTall
lack as I received the
-,4n my gram:knottier
ra
y."

0-

4;r;ay Hospital
1---16

Bill Introduced To
Remove Waterfield
As Commission Head

is

SCOFFUlital — 3. Philip
64, leaves court In New
tier laying out a $6.500
the city's elates* cham°Maw. He had 131 trafseta against him, 70 of
Dr overtime parking. And
tvera license bad been
led! The Lynbrook,L
tate dealer had this corn"I tin a victim of
stances." (international)

Ahno Children To
Study Nutrition

•

LOCKING RING SET,S,

$300.00

1400 ewe JOS
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Small Earthquake
Felt In Area

Butler Attacks
Bill As Attempt
To Embarrass Him

LNTolephone
CO.13C

9.4

i

Enthusiasm Is
Expressed Over
Exchange Signing

•

PRESTON

Rain, Snow Make
Rivers Rise

Cooper Will
Speak At
Farm Week

I.

U.S. May Have
Baby Moon
Up This Week
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In 1943 at -16. lie smokes •
ctraret, holds an unloaded
gun. When a Brooklyn judge
sentenced him to tt(I-40 years
fifr 15 burglaries, he shouted:
-Remember me, you rat!"

In 1931, protesting he didn't
get a fair trial. He was released In 1933, and ale
months later asked to be returned, saying he might "do
something drastic."

Now. eight days after another release, under arrest in
a bank robbery. Ho I. shoes
In thib Jersey City pollee
headquarters where'he nali
taken after capture.

tralvor Robert Edward NaschaR, 31, who 15
END OF NI TRAIL-It looks Illfe the end of the
burglar. Naschak was
years ago got a 20-40-yeai sentence In Brooklyn, N. IL as the baby-faced
N. J., a Jersey city
Irvington,
in
eisauciation
Luan
and
Savings
Pulaski
the
frum
captured -a block
from the bank in a robsuburb. His pockets were crammed with bills, the nearly 120.000 taken
Cliiistmas time he went back
bery. Naschak gut out of prison in 1955. laid six months later at
(/oft rotational Sou rid ph )s
In be his own choice was released again this year..

1

"local cafe by drilling 28 holes
with a brace and bit. burglers
were unable to crack a heavy
safe, escaped with $3 from a
juke box and an undetehnined
amount of punch board money:The University of Alabama
conducts an annual cheerleaders
clinic each summer for prospective leaders of school cher,Irs.
_About, .800 youngsters are expected to attend the' session this

c

regulation ,
time the C
to decap I
dropped a

Concon
be Colt
maAc for t
Among the
kills by C

Fig

GIGANTIC FACTORY DISPOSAL
SALE
550,000

By
NEW YOI
Ne

DAnny Rut

rt)

NEW FACTORY GUARANTEED MERCHANDISE
BID AND BUY AT YOUR OWN PRICES!
Furniture Hardware - Power Tools - Lamps s - Reels - Line - Fishing Equip. lc
Toys -s i
. .
Jewelry -.Clothing
Watc
AND DEALERS INVITED
PURI.
One Week Only! Mon., Jaw IT awn Sat., Feb. 2

HAPPY RETURN
Flee
e ELKHART.- lnd. Greenlee received a pleat- •
surprise when. he woke up
Ir fintl see oral articles of clething.
•••
-- 11.4„hich had ...been, stolen from ,
h:m the cli.y bef •re. watikaig for I
tims on his porch. Police guess- ,
ed the thief had a guilty con- ,
science and derided to return '
them 7 Thsy included a suit, a
shirt and a tie. I
pair if
Fart of the Junta vshich Sank nser at fall of Jimenez: Col.
is the
Mass..
- Greeceld.
Roberto l'a.anosa left Col. Abel Vitiate. Adm. Wolfgang
w.,rld's largest pr eldcer of
Larrazaho.l. Larrazabal headed the Junta, later expanded.
taps and dies. 1"he Franklin
County town Is alse the ete '
factory
the first cutlery
Anieries.

l

BEAUMO
138, Fort W
eY Dupas,
(10).
NEW ORI
145
pointed And
Orleans (10

Lynch,

Daily 6:30 p.m. 'til 10 P.M. - Sat: 1 and 6:30 p.m.

LAST DAY SUNDAY - 1:00 p.m. SHARP!
- Come'Early for the Largest Selection _

FREE-I

orOMMI

DOOR PRIZES

•

e PROVIDE
(Pineapple)
ton, outpoi
1454, New

FREE!

3 WORLD FAMOUS AUCTIONEERS •
6 Miles North of Benton on U.S. Highway 68

•

Brady's Wholesale Dist.

TORONTC
2084, Toro,
Mederos, 20

r111111.3

"tow par: of tfteir
cie..ole
actisities, to propaganda. lobbying
or tr.)ing to intuit:nee ,:egisiation,
; e.en for a ...ornv.nne purpose..

•n..,riagtr

jp

OUTER SPACE RYES-Capt.Ivan
C. Kincheloe, (above) has
been selected as one of two
flyers who will take the N-15
rocket plane to perhaps 100
miles high next year. The other
pilot will be Joseph A. Walker,
36. NACA test pilot. Kincheloe,
29, is stationed at Edwards Air
Force Base in the Mojave
(international)
desert.. _

AUCTION - AUCTION - AUCTION

I

MitSt .0e to a religrouS,
Han- i e,iarItaoc. euucational, scientific
literary organization, or an
•rit' -n 'he sales dr.1p.
n I did what he told me ..rk.anization for the prevention ut
chuu.ren or ammais,
ea,• isry lncligetant-7..
1-L,nc ele, biggest -true- except when such ee-ganization
uperao.:u for personal proal
nell-teens
• ,•• cattle J1
ir
• conduct propaganda
:he J hr. Hine dr Life .r
• Wher. hi was ai.enipt .0 influence
C
Apes te
- red :hree yeaes age, he ...L..v denucLime a i e
es a policy iieternai erganizailuns .11 they
•, • ;, y!T..
h •t-re company.'are to be usea -fur Charitaoie
of.
religious purposes, ana gifts
• :Ir.,' h,. ee`tled the office 1 or
aa:d ,u seterans urgan.za.auns. L.ifts
goverrunen.ai agencies fur
Ste eberafer wetild hang. up. _te
-,ste public purposes. etc.
er-n•
•--- -•
Lie -nut deduct 'political cam,7(•• mail were returned.
ct
con:hem:kens or .contriou..
- -.ere-re-fee ett...:r1 he ildeign
cal;'thins '1u any organiza:sons mat
pe, re

point victc
v ,:mter in
IV/hiding.
Murray 1
final their
feat and sh
in quick
top forces
the New C

! ! SPECIAL 'NOTICE'! !

including 3 jackets. 2 trousers,1
a World War II discharge button, one stale roll a giave cutton,, one stale roll, a glass cutter. a Juni,r G-man badge, a
.horsestie.e and 80 cents in
change.

ane

Reds but i
a most gal
curd finall;

SALT LAKE CITY - Er After opening a two - footsquare hole in the roof of a

„ Fl TCHBURG, Maes. - ItP Under ,Massehusetts law, police
must make' a careful inventory
Of all items found on any,one year. '
arregted here alter a spree;
had 129 articles on his person,1

etele

-f."-w"-iferrtz -rthe._ clerk 47-LibuzLini

Air

PATRIOTS IN POWER- A new regime is'I formation in
Venezuela following the revolt which sent DIctator-Prestlent Marcus Perez Jimenez and cohort.. flying oft to
tile Dominican Republic. These photos from Caracas,
gapitai, trace some events. ( Iritcrnalionr I Coutblpholoa)

Hazel

steadily 'Agri
deadly and
The boys
when they

SMALL REWARD

WELL IEQUIPPED

k•-'..1 me- ‘•-• Pw

41le-.
y

The Mu
Colts of C
have a 5to occupy
Calloway
*he Colt
son with

phone party lines in rural areas.
l'he Grange adopted a resolution urging the Installation of
automatic cut-offs to halt longdrawn conversations.

Lk: deduction: ',our con-

John Hancock Is
Frustrating Name

CO

a *sty blow at long-nvinded
;people who trionopolize Le'-

button wae made. This has intersis at the home en. ing possibilities.- Assume that
Mrs. Janic IT:ridges. 79. died of paritl
.0,
1:2
Monday afternoon at
you ,purchased a piece of real
of her son. Viril. in -Stella
.
ePate for $5.000 in 1940 and
after an iiiness of one year.
basketball game that .c-you made a contrtertei.n
AR- tickets for the Murrae.-Western
been vjd, P. \V. of this piece oT real estate
l‘cheddled here On February 7. have
1957 ana its fair market Yalu,
has Innounced.
Murray.
a/
Manager
Business
Ordway,
at me time of the -contribution'
the
that
today
ruled
Appeals
pi.
.-11.1 Kentucky Curt
leas _SHT.000. You receive credit I
$10.000i
n Iskie $60(T.0011 in +(ends to combine tor, *f.he.--cOritributlOn
City of Murray
posal
sewagedis
and
but you do not pay tariff on
and enlarge the city-s water works.
your gain of .15,000. However,
system: .
of the season started it j•ou sold the real estate for
One -of the biggest snowfOels
r m it tent
-S16.000- -ind-Ctilltribilted the $10.Yesterday afternoon and continned'i.nt
on
Lie •diked
:CI
said this morn- (jut'
n
weatherma
The
night.
the
throughout
to ,our .•,ng term capital gain of
here
.
lance
d
inche*..ha
two
.
ipg that approximately
aa.utiO. II noes not` maiir if
comPletelr blanket the city in
7ne recipient. of the conthoution
her
at
ons
complicati
Mrs. N. J. Colson. 75. died of
•
.reci-,...cna•eiy sells the property.
this morning.
may be
l proper
: nis
home on Alm° Route °tit at 2:55
J.---Frdson:
- -.mucks and boaas.
.Survivor.- include her husband. Needham
grand -children and four
n„.a.n.es. furniture. -Tfx.ures:'
three .daughters; :AN sons: 23
clothing, etc..
j•inent.
!
..
4
.1
0
-cluldren.
rt-at-grand
if

4

Co

call the water department when
the veha:le knoc.ked over a fire "L.
hydrant.

LEWISTON, Me. -ER- The
Marne State Grange has struck

-;=

of'

TUESDA

PHONE CURB SOUGHT

the amount of -Me" deduction is
the lair market value of the
property at the time the cuntri-

Timeitile

TARGET

--.
SALT LAKE CITY Mary Aim Hoopiiain.a, 17, who
backed her oar slowly from a
drivenvay to avoid hitting some
garbage cans, was forced to

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. -(111
George Cevikshatet, a policelieutenant, no longer beheves
that "man's best friend is his
dog." His "Salado!" hunting dog
left only the, feathers after
Cruikshank hung up a pheasant he lead shot.

as
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
Sebond Class Matter
.
Your charitable. contributions
SUBWRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week- 20e, per are deductible up to 30" of
month 85c. In Calloway add adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; else- your adjusted gross inceme prowhere, $5.50.
vided that at least 10:- is 10
churches, educational institution,
TUESDAY - JANUARY 28, 1958
or tax, exemp: hot-peals. Other- wise yyur con:rthutions 4re de- :
ductible up to 20ra of your r
.
adjusted gross income.
God is love and he that dwpIleth in God
Contributions, to be deductible
I John 4:16.
for 19$7, must have been paid!
and God in him.
in 1957. It is not enough to
complete
in
live
to
way
sure
the'
' That- is
have pledged to contribute at a;
harmony with men and with God.
later aate. Payment must ha
been mute in 1957.--Payments 'in money or iifoperly ,
are equally deauctIbleilf a contribution was mane in proper.),

Ten Years Ago Today

WRONG

DOG

28, 1958

or••••••..

•••••

Sc

Swimming Pool
Safety Laws
Being Passed

4'"er,./..'

UHICAGO -ty - The:clan Mut-I:eine: Assn. sa.d that
swimming pools. .nce a, symbol
of iuxury. are.s. common -day
'hat many cities have passed ,
.aves 'e prevent children from
talhng .no them. ••
Fence., usually a leas! four
fee high. and sed-latc'hjeg gates
are requ.red by ise• in several
ceses.
Sane cities with ewarrim reg
peel ordinances are: Olean. Val.ey &ream. Webeter and Fenningdale. N Y. Engiew•es17 N J.;
Orland•,. Fla . and .Los Angeles,
Pasidena, Porn••na•end G.endale,
Calif.

riler;•!`

Miguel Angel (aprilee Heft), owner of him nevi %papers and
a magazine, after release from All. He was clapped behind
bars Jan. 1 schen that uprising Sao quelled by Jimenez.

New Concol

Calloway T(

Calloway Ti
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SURE CURE
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MOST
12. S The figures
is,relerLnee of base' by aorta-nob:les in the
away from. home by 'one
• al. tot -trip days." days spent
uvernizrit or to a place at
ia frurn Jan 1. 1957.
1...,-1 loe m:!es away Period euveied
208,700.000 trip days.
involves
and
1957.
13.
April
Li
• __
- Tr-
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ALTON. .
-pen. 43. finally. I und out
flat cat:)-ed - rt.( nagging headmiss ,irffered fir the
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To reach any important financial objective, it is first necessary
to chart a course that will take you safely and surely where
you want to go. You are cordially invited to avail yourself of
our experienced counsel and guidance in charting a judicious
financial course. Call on us, too, for a "helping hand at the
helm'. whenever needed. You will always find us cooperative.
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CITY —
*aim+, 17, who
slowly from a
>id hitting some
was forced to
lepartrnent when
sited over a fire

Coach Garret Beshear's
Colts In Second Place
The Murray Trainini School
Colts of Coach Garrett Beshear
have a 5-2 .intra-county record
to occupy second place in the
Calfoway standings.

:Lyn—Capt.Ivan
, (above) has
as one of two
11 take the X-15
to perhaps 100
it year. The other
oseph A. Walker,
t pilot. Kincheloe,
d at Edwards Air
in the Mojave
(International)

•

lohe Cults opened tip the season with shaky victories over
Hazel and Lynn Grove b u t
steadily grew stronger and, more
deadly and trounced all comers.
The boys in gold first faltered
when they encountered the big
Reds but not before putting up
a most gallant stand. New Concord finally pulled away, a ten
Point victor, in that first en7-e-,..tnter in the Carr Health
Padding.
Murray Training bounced back
from their first intra-county defeat and slapped Almo and Hazel
in quick succession. Again the
top forces met this time at
the New Concord gym. For four
.regulation periods and an overtime the Colts battled furiously
to decap the tall Redmen but
dropped a four-point decision to
Concord squad.
he Colts _have' a 9-8 overall
mark for the season. Numbered
among those losses are' twin
kills by Concord and Benton,

to

CE1 !

Fight Results

WCTION

5POSAL

By , United Press
NEW YORK — Jimmy Archer
New York, outpointed
DAnny Russo, 15014, Brooklyn

VII,

RCHANDISE
PRICES!
- Lamps a Equip. -

BEAUMONT,Tex.—Ray Riojas,
138, Fort Worth, outpointed Davey Dupas, 139, New Orleans
(19).
NEW
'Lynch,pointed
Orleans

Sat., Feb. 2
Id 6:30 pm.

SHARP!

—
FREE!

lection

ORLe.ANS, La. — Billy
145, New York, outAndrew Brown, 148, New
(10).

a slip decision by Cuba and
single affairs to -Fulgham, South
Marshall and Fulton County.
Murray Training has defeated
Farmington twice, nipped Cuba
for one and just recently
astounded the First Region - witha 66-63 triumph over the St.
Mary's Knights, winner of the
Mayfield Xmas Tournament, in
the Academy gym at Paducah.
Beshear's squad will kick off
the Calloway Championship
Thursday night .as they encounter
twice beaten Hazel. A win over
Hazel would place the Colts in
competition with Kirksey on Friday night jn the semi - final
rounds. Victory over Kirksey
would irisure .a trophy arid another crack at the county championship.
Last year the Murray Training
quintet entered the 'tourney a
L & T dark horse pick and lived
up to every expectation in a
strong laid for the crown. MTS
drew a bye and met an inspired
Kirksey quintet fresh from an
upset victory over New Conord-. _Billy _Rogers_ tipped ._j_n
sudden death-. overtime basket
to defeat Kirksey 54-53 and
send Murray Training into the
final round of play. The Colts
lost ip now champion Lynn
Grove, 67-51.
-- The offensive attack - of- the
squad is led by the guard posi- and. is centered- .around
guard Billy Rogers. Rogers, who
ranks high in the district individual scoring race, has an
even 20 point per game average.
The other guard, Shroat, has
an 11.1 average.
Starting Five
.
Ht. Av. Yr.
Name
5-10
8.7 12
Suiter
6.8 11
Vaughn
8-1
6-2
4.5 11
Parker
,...6-0
20.0 12
Rogers
5-11 11.1 11
Shroat
Editor's Note: A picture of
the Murray Training School,
squad wiit• be run at a later
date.

College Basketball
Results
UNITED PRESS
East
Scion Hall 79 St. Fran (N.Y.) 74
Williamantic 81
Danbury Tchrs 38
W. Vir. St. 87 Wheeling Coll 82
South
Georgia Tech 71 Kentucky 52
Duke 72 West Virginia 68
Georgia 84..South Carolina 63
Miss" St. 75 Southeastern La. 61
Alabama 165 Howard Coll. 44
Spring Hill 62 Christian Bros. 61
Midwest
Ohio State 75 Purdue 73
Wheaton 88 Wayne State 54
Gannon 86 Youngstown 77
Xavier (Ohio) 76 LaSalle 65
Northwestern 85 Mnnesota 76
Marquette 58 Toledo 55
.Southwest
N. Tex. St. 59 Tulsa 57
Houston 70 Oklahoma St. 64
Ariz. (Flag.) St. 85 Arizona 70
Tex. Western 89 Abil. Christian 51
Ariz. (Tempe) 88 W. Win
f West
Seattle 75 Santa Clara 67 .•
Idaho St. 70.St. Marys (Calif.) 58
By

Top Sprinters Meet
NEW YORK aal —Dave- Simeand Ira Murchinson, two of the
best sprinters in -the world, will
meet at Madison Square Garden
Feb. 8 in the 60-yard dash of
the Millrose Games. Sime won
two out of three races from
Murchison Sattirday. night in
the Washington Evening Star
meet. ,

TREASURY RELAXES

PARE TIMER

Calloway County Tournament Brackets

Top Teams
Hold Position
Second Viieek

K1RKSEY

By EARL WRIGHT
United Pres. Sports Writer
'NEW YORK el — West Virginia, Kansas and San Francisco
were 1-2-3' in the United Press
major college basketball ratings
today for the second straight
week but Cincinnati replaced
Kansas State in fourth place.
The 35 leading coaches who
rate the teams weekly gave West
Virginia 28 first-place votes and
a total of 333 points. Kansas
drew twO first-place votes and
277 points and San Francisco
received three first-place votes
and 241 points.
Cincnnati, boasting college basketball's top scorer in Oscar
Robertson, advanced from fifth
to fourth with the remaining
two first-place votes and 234
points.
Kansas State, fourth last week,
dropped to fifth but was close
behind Cincinnati with 230 points.
The coaches based their ballots
on games played through Saturday, Jan. 25.,Thus West Virginia's 72-68 upset loss to Duke
Monday night did not effect the
balloting.
Only 163 points separated the
top five teaml. •E a c h coach
chooses his 10 top teams in
the ' balloting. Points are distributed on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-32-1 basis for votes from first
through 10th place.
- Oklahoma State remained sixth
with 123 points but there was
some shuffling of places among
the remainder of the top 10.
North Crolina, last season's
NCAA champion, halted its slide
in the ' ratings and tied Temple
for seventh at 101 points. North
Carolina was eighth last week
and Temple was ninth. Bradley
advanced from 10th to ninth
with - 58 points and Kentucky
movecP"from 12th to 10th with
51.
.Maryland. seventh last week,
headed the second 10 group with
49 points. Then came North
Carolina State, Michigan State.
Oregon State, Dayton, Arkansas,
St. John's (N. Y.) and California
in that order. Notre Dame, Seattle and Brigham Young tied
for 19th.
Michigan.4and Georgia Tech
were the other teams which
received votes. Only 23 schools
were mentioned on this week's
ballots.

•

BYE
7:C
FRIDAY

MURRAY TRG.
7:00

THURSDAY

CONSOLATION
7:00

HAZEL
WINNER

SATURDAY:

LYNN GROVE
•

, THURSDAY
8:30
CHAMPIONSHIF

ALMO

8:30
8:30
FRIDAY

CONCORD

BYE
EA_GLE8 SIGN PAIR

Knights Down
ossum Trot

The Murray Knights continue
—
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind.
to lead the Atomic Valley IndeState auditors and treasury offipendent League .and with that
cials were happy that Davies
leadership well in hand the
County Prosecutor Dean H. Neerpowerful squad now seems bent
iemer is abandoning his claim
on breaking the existing league
TORONTO — George Chuvalo,
for 18 cents he said was due
records. '
him on paycheck shortages dating
208%, Toronto, outpointed Julio
Mederos, 202, Havana (10).
to 1953. Now the payroll acLast night Murray was host
count will balance, and the state
to the Possum Trotters,- the 'seawill save an estimated $25 to
son champions from last year.
$30 it would have cost to pay
The Knights pulled the welcome
Per- the 18 cents and fix up the
PHILADELPHIA
from under ,the Trotters' feet
High School
sons who ignore the cry of records,
and slaiiped thetn with an 85-72
"fore" on a golf course might
defeat. The victory gave Murray
•
be interested to know that a
eleven consecutive wins and tied
well-bit golf -ball travels at an
the record for the most consecutive wins in Western Kenestimated 170 miles an hour.
tucky's oldest independent
It was recently demonstrated
league.
at the Franklin Institute here
that even a speeding, arrow
•
The' clamtnattag KnIght --qutriTta
cannot match the velocity of a
MO ODOM OWLS!
I
went through the first half of
well-ropelled golf bell.
the .season undefeated and are
A pitchometer, vih
m well ya their way toward a
au res the speed of objects passTuesday
and I couldn't write."
similar accomplishment in the
By OSCAR FRALEY
ing through photo - electric
New Concord at Murray Hi
Bobby Fischer, Brooklyn's 14- second half with two victories
United Press Sports writer
beams in its exterior, measured
Thursday
year-old triple crown chess iinder their belt.
the speed of a 24-inch wooden.
Calloway Tournament
NEW YORK IP — Fearless champion, is learning to ski unsteel-tipped arrow at a high Fraley's facts and figures:
Friday
Murray was out front at the
der the tutelage of Olympic
speed of 128 miles an hour.
Calloway Tournament
Carmen Basilio is an opening competitor Toni Kastner — and end of every quarter stop last
Semi-finals
Paricho
Gonzales
registered 9 to 5 favorite to defend his
return is teaching Kastner to night in their triumph over PosSymsonia at South Marshall
112.8 with a tennis ball a few middleweight title against Sugar in
chess. Many chess (not sum. The score was quite low
play
St. Mary's at Benton
years ago, while Bob Feller set Ray Robinson in their. rematch
champs have been good last night for the usually high
cheese)
Saturday
the record for a baseball throw it Chicago Stadium on March
scoring Knights. Coach Landolt
athletes. Cuba's Jose Capablanca
calloway Tournament
at 98.8.
25, but the fight experts con- was a top tennis star and Rus- used a slower type play than
'annals
tend that Rafbinson will be the sia's Boris Spassky clears six
Ballard Memorial at N. Marshall
choice at ring time.
feet in the high jump.
The reasoning is that Basilio
Some TV shows refuse to give
will be more confident this Time their stuff gratis to the Armed
passing
each
that
the
fact
plus
Forces
Radio and
Television
month takes se much more out Service — but sports are comof those 37-year-old Robinson pletely cooperative. AiMF's
legs. But Sugar Ray is only "Bowling Tame" teevee show
three pounds over t h e 160- has just been presnted to the
pound middleweight limit as 'hi service organization and will be
goes into training and his new- seen by 2500,000 servicemen at
found sharpness is expected to the Thule Air Base, Greenland;
GLEN COVE, N.Y. afl —Los sway the price.
in Seoul, Korea; Dhahran Field,
Angeles Dodger catcher
Bill Talbert,. America's Davis Saudi Arabia, as well as in MaRoy
Campanella broke his neck ear- Cup captain, is highly optimistic nila, Adak and Okinawa.
ly today when his automobile over the chances of regaining
Pick Your Play
alcidded on a slippery street and the big silver mug the next
Many of the tall men in bascrashed into a light pole.
time and believes that the Unittball are rugged enough to
-4
Doctors at Glen Cove Com- ed States could have won if play football, too, but Georgia
*0411-0"
munity Hospital placed the jinx- this time if Dick Savitt, BudoN Tech's Bobby Dodd
explains
ridden catcher on the critical Patty and Sam Richardson had why they don't make the parlist immediately after X - rays been on the team.
lay. "They have to make a
-'
,
'Indicated The extent of his inBreaks Costly
choice," he says, "because after
jury.
"All four singles matches were the regular football season is
The bri.ken neck was the lat- decided by . one break in the over the basketball squad is
est and most serious in a series fifth set,' he asserted. "With too far ahead for him
to ever
of injuries that has plagued steady campaigners such as catch up."
0
Campanella since he began his SavM, Patty or Richardson the
Red Auerbach, coach of the
career in majhr, league baseball breaks might have gone t h e Boston ,eltics, remembers losmore than 10 years ago.
other way."
ing on
one oratorical debate
te-sireV'
First reading of the wet XBack
in
November, Willie to a referee. That was once in
ray led doctors to believe Cam- Shoemaker had to choose be- a game at
Sheboygan when a
panella had a broken spine. But tween
Ralph
Lowe's Gallant spectator look a poke at Red.
a subsequent reading disclosed Man and Wbeatley Stables' Bold The
referee, fearful of a ullthat his neck had been fractur- Ruler in the Trenton Handicap. scale riot', ordered
45
Red off the
ed.
It wait assumed he chose Lc•v.T's bench.
Campanella was alone a n d Gallant Man because of a sense
"Why. me?" Red ranted. "Why
Lower Price than many foreign small cars. More Room than any
driving
his
own
automobile of obligation due to the "pull don't you get a cop and lock up
when the accident happened.
upr ride he gave the horse in the joker .who
took a shot at
foreign small car. Top Economy of all American-built production cars
Campanella, who three times the Kentucky Derby.
me?"
has won the National League's
Now there is another obvious
"I," said the referee ominous•100-inch Wheelbase; 18-ft. turning
•Flaah-O-Matic l'ranamission. Only
"most valuable player" award, reason. Willie just hit oil with
radius; easiest driving, parking,
low-priee smaller car that offers
ly. "tie a cop—and if you don't
has had a brilliant but unlucky his first well—which . he receiv- get off the
garaging.
fully automatic transmission.
bench' I'll ,loss you
career since he began playing ed from Lowe...so the rich get in jail."
•American-styled; American-built; •Lower monthly payments; lower
for the Dodgers in 1948. He dealer.
American parts and service
Red got!
operating costa.
won the awards in 1951, 1953
Jackie _Farrell. a member of
available anywhere.
is Rides 5 passengers in comfort.
and 1955.
the New York Yankee front of•Highest trade-in value—no superHeavyweights Sign.
In recent season's he has been fice staff for 16 years, was a
ficial annual style changes.
•90-HP '6-cylinder engine.
HOUSTON,
Tex.
IT
hampered by hand injuries.
newspaperman before that. Dur—HeavyASHLAND!
weights
Cleveland
Williams 'Of
Only last year he said: "I feel ing that earlier era. ane of his
SEE AND DRIVE THE NEW RAMBLER AMERICAN AT:
AITHA
like I can go on forever. The jobs once .was to ghost write Georgia and Gene White of St.
Paul,
Minn.,
have signed for .a
A-PLUS
people who think I'm reaching for Dizzy. Dean. •
10-round bout Feb. 4. White is
the- end of the road are badly
Didn't Matter
Minnesota
heavyweight cham"It was okay," Jackie grins,
mistaken. And I'll prove it if
"except that he couldn't react—. pion.
I can avoid injuries."

PROVIDENCE. R. I. — Willie
(Pineapple) Stevenson, 143,'Boston, outpointed Bob Kennedy,
145%, New York'(8).

YEERS' •
lighway 68

Dist...

Fore. Golf Ball
Goes At Speed Of
170 Miles Per Hour

Cage
Schedule

•

•

(BASKETBALL\
BROADCAST

College Basketball
Ratings

PHILADELPHIA
— Tackle ,
Al Richardson of Grarnbling
College and halfback Joe ppgNEW YORK '18 — The United
liei of Clemson College, both Press major college basketball
free agents, have signed 1959 ratings I with first-place votes
National Football League con- and won-lose records through
tracts w i t 'ha the Philadelphia Jan. 26 in parenthese):
Eagles. itiehardson is fr,nn New
Team
Points
•
Orleans and Pagliei is from
1. West Virginia (28) (14-0) 333''T
Clairton. Pa.
277
2. Kansas .(2) (12-2)
usual and a number of sub3. San Francisco (3) (13-1) 241
stitutes.
coriti RUSKE:1z SCRATCHED 4. Cincinnati (2) (13-2)
234
Eight Knights enter the scoring
230
5. Kansas State (13-1)
figures. Smikaki led Murray's
123
ARCARIA. Calif.
— Be- 6. Oklahoma State (12-1)
columns with four in the double cause ,,f recurring tendon trou- 7. (Tiei N. Carolina (12-3) 101
offensive attack with 21 points. ble, the
Temple (13-2)
101
LlanAgollen
Farm's
O'Rearden "'as close behind with Corn Husker will not be able to 9. Bradley (11-3)
58
18,
51
run in this year's $100,000 Santa 10. Kentucky (12-3)
Brooks. another top notch Anita
Second 10 group — 11, MaryMinclicap. Corn Husker,
player. _on the power packed last year's top
handicap horse land, 49; 12. North Carolina
roster, was sick with the flu
on the West Coast, won the State, 35; 13. Michigan State, 34;
last night and unable to play.
1957 Santa Anita 'cap-as well 14, Oregon State, 13; 15, Dayton,
The Knights will meet Hugg
as the $100.600 San Juan Cap- 11; 16. Arkansas. 8; 17, St. John's
The Druggist next Monday night.
(N. Y.), 8; 18, California, 5; 19
istrano.
Knight Scoring
(tie). Notre Dame. Seattle and
O'Reardon
18
Brigham Young, 4 each.
Smikoski
21
Others — Michigan, 2; Georgia
Jockey
Receives
Award
Peterson,
14
Tech, I.
ARACADI
A.
Calif.
—Jockit"!
Landoll
Bechear •
6 ey Merlin Volzke will receive
George
Woolf , Memorial
Mikez
4 the
Selvey On Reserve
Award 1reb.---i2- in a ceremony
uradity
Kiser
1 at the Salta Anita race track.
it
—Frank SelST. WU1
The 32-year-old Volzke, w h o
vey, the former Furman flash
rode his first winner in 1942,
recently discharged from I h e
never has been set down for a
armed forces, has been placed
infraction,
riding
St. John's Singled Out
on the St. Louis Hawks' far-out
reserve list to make room for
Ramos Named MVP
NEW YORK art —The Eastern
Walt Davis, six-nine forward
College ,A thletic Conference
HAVANA
—Pitcher Pedro obtained from the Philadelphia
singled out St. John's (9-0) to- Ramos of Cienfuegos has been Warriors. Selvey will reenain on
day as the top candidate for its chosen roost valuable player in the Hawks' payroll . and work
new basketball trophy for major the Cuban Winter League. Ra- out here and will .
, be replaced
colleges. Brandeis (11-1) is the ITI1
also pitches for the Wash- on the roster in' case of injury
leader in the small college race.Ligton Senators.
to one of the regular players.
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Krogers 75th Birthday 'To
Kick-off E
I

the Kroger next
FluUndroon.
where foods sold in its
stores are
tested
.
Pt)IL
Kroge
r
today is still the
Corl.S4
.
only
one to operate a
scientific and
1, 194
home economics center
of
xpansion
the
Program
scope of the Food
Telephone 1685
Foundatioa.
The 75th Birthday celebratio
where more than 3,000,000
n ness. In others, the probl
tests
em made perhaps the greatest impact are run each year
of the nation's third
We res
leading has been parking and addit
by 25 too&
ional in the past year or two, Mr. experts.
food chain will be kicke
.or Pia
d off land has been acquired to add
Engle commented, reAlling that
in the Tri-State area
mteres
Annual Kroger sales today
with an to parking lot size.
are
With more only a few years ago frozen
expanded stores building
in excess of billion and a
and
cars
NATI(
on the road each year, suf- foods were consi
half
novel
impr
dered
ty dollars. It is a
ovement program, according
a
Monro
comp
ficient parking close to the store
any whose
to Warren L. Engle, vice
and assigned a corner of the growth has been
jail A
presi- is one of the most impor
typically Amertant ice cream case. Today, he added, ican
dent of the Carbondale
—
a
Divis
combi
ion
conveniences offered to customnation of. the
Tally Ha It- --benefit • bridge
Entere
Tuesday. January 28
of the Kroger Co. The
frozen foods are considered a free enterprise
•••
retail ass, Mr. Engle said, expla
ideal, a louth
party, sponsored by the Zeta
Six mtsnbers
t t h e First food firm,
ining staple by most homemakers.
The AAUW Book Club will
found
ed
Horat
of
in
W.
1883,
io
Alger
will that without adequate parki
The De:4 Department of the Christian Church CYF and Chi
, and I'
Department of the Murray W,i- meet at
ng,
solid
So-called "party foods" and core of
complete 75 years of opera
7:30 in the home of Mrs.1
SUBS(
common sense based on
Murray Women's Club will meet Rho attended a World Yout
tion a modern supermarket litera
men's Club was held at the A. G. Wilso
lly meat departments alsa are growh during 1958.
n on South 16 St.
more.h
thoro
a
ugh
, at 7:30 in the evening. Program Fellowship meeting in
canno
know
t
club house ;Thursday eveni
ledg
opera
e
te.
Of
•
• ••
Paducah.
the
ing in size as consumers develop likes and needs
where,
ng,
leader is Miss Lorene Swann. Saturday morning, January 26.
of the consu
Frozen food departments, too,
The Carbondale Division plans
January 23 at 8 p.m.
The Lydian Sunday
mer,.
an appreciation of unusual foods
•
School "Meet Your neighbor"
reflec
t
to
Meeti
chang
build
ngs
ing
were
ratin
held
to
g
will,
trend
over the
7 supermarkets
s, and as the Americala standard
be
Class of the First Baptist
Mrs. Charles Clark. president
Church given by Mrs. Jack
Froet and world this one day honoring in 1958, Mr. Engle said, in addi- Mr, Engle said. Many. stores of living continues to rise, acof the club, v.:ekorned the group. will meet in the home of .Mrs. Mrs. E. B. Howton.
which
tion
a
few
to
years
Chris
ago
tian
remod
youth
consi
eling of approxiHostesses
.
dered cording to Mr. Engle. More meat
Maynard Ragsdale oat 7:00
Mrs. Bill Nall, program chair
pm. are Mesdames A. B. Austi
A missionary spoke to the mately 2 stores to provide better the space allotted frozen foods is' eaten each year, 'the United
n, C.
man, was in charge of drawing Group II with Mrs. OsVen Bill- B. Ford, Ronald Churc
more
and
than
ampl
more
grou
e
are
p
convenient service.
and classes were attendfinding it States Department of Agriculture
hill and
prizes. Winners of the drawing ingtoia as captain in charge.
necessary to double or even triple
This continues a building
Miss Ruby Simpson.
ed. Present at the meeting from
reports, and one of the leading
pro••••
were .Mrs. Olin Moore, Mr. Bensuch
depar
gram
••• •
tment
which
s
to
Murray • were Anntne Parks,
meet today's items today is chicken, considered
got under way durTuesday, January 28
demand.
me Simmons and Mr. Vernon
ing 1957 with completion
The Jessie Luchvick Circle of Hernia Maddox, Gale Houst
of 3
a one-in-a-while item just a
on,
Murray , Star Chapter OES the College Presh
Shown.
large markets.
Frozen' prepared dishes have few years back.
yterian• Church John . Hutson, Tonuny
will meet at seven o'clock
Remod
eling
plans
in tvill meet in , the home of. Mrs. and Kenneth Sinclair.
r eflect
Kroger sales of chicken ?rave
Serving at the refreshment the evening a: the Mason
changing consumer tastes
ic Hall. L. Young,'Miller Avenue at -2:00
•• • •
, Mr.
A frozen sweet
risen more than 60ii per cent
table
puree
were
Mesd
An
ames
Potat
initia
Cecil
o
WENN
Fartion will be held and in the afternoon.
Engle said. In some cases
, he deeve4oped by the agriculture since the company's guaranteed
ris. Bob Garrison, and Norfnan Mrs. Connie Jone
pointed out, entire walls of
• * ••
s and Mrs.
stores experiment station at Auburn quality, oven-ready, tray-packed
Hale.
The
table
was decorated Inez .Scaebrough w i I 1. be
will be removed to allow
a
Group I of the CWF, First
in
the Polytechnic Institute has been chickens first reached the market
with a lace cloth centered with charge of refre
store to be enlarged, aisles
shments.
Christian Church, will meet in
wid- rated good to excellent by five just about ten years ago. Poultry
a silver bowl of greenery and
•••• ,
ened, and departments lengt
the home of Mrs. Greg Mille
hen- corrirnerci al and 14 sethool cafe- represents an excellent example
r,
flowers. A silver tea serviceLydian Clau of the First Bap- Vine Street, at
ed to accamodate insfeased
of the type of producer-retailer
230 in the afterbusi- tenas testing the product.
was placed at one end of Uwe tist Church will
meet in the noon.
•
cooperative effort which c a is
table and at the .iopersite- ind home of Mrs.
S...
Maynard Ragsbuild new markets for farm
was a crystal bowl holding bot- dale at 700 in
of he
the evening.
CWF Group ti--"af the First
products. Mr. Engle pointed out.
tles of Coker- Sandwiches and
• • • •
after
Chnsoan Church will meet in
Operating more. t Is an . 1,400
potato chips_ wire also served.
Monday. February 3
the church parlor at 2:30 in
A
stores today, Kroger is always
The
Cura Graves - .Circle of the afternoon. Mrs.
Mrs. Alben W. Barkley, Painterested in good sources of
schtl
Mrs. Conrad Jones was in
C. B. Fair
the College Presbyter:an Chur
ilticah, widow of the forme
supply for the many fan procharge of ticket sales. os:es
ch will be hosteas.
Ordu
r
ses will meet in the
•
Vice-President, is one of 115
• • ••
home of Mrs.
ducts it sells in its stores, "We
for the evening were' Mesdames
Ed Brunner at 8 p.m. Dr.
prominent Americans named
mut ually benefit," he said,
Wednesday, February S _Don .
Farris. Hale. Garrison. Jame
to
City •
s Hunter will be guest
The Grace Wyatt Circle of a National Committee of Spon-whenever a retailer. finds a
speaker.
Hart, Pat Wallace and Mis
-and 4
s
•••• .
sors fur the 1958 Heart Fund
the College Preabsterian Chur
good source of supply or when
Vivian Hale.
ch Anna
Systel
.The„Lottie 11.4.4: Circle of the will •meet in -the
a producer finds a ready, 52HERE SHE IS, MAC-4emo to "
home of Mrs. rua - y,during the month of FobFirs: Bleptist Church. will
• • •.
week -a-year ma rk et for his
r
accu
rding ta Dr. Frank
USAF Le Bill McLeod, on
meet Margaret Terhune, 1105,Poplar
.n the home of Mrs.
yeste
produ
G.
ct."
Stree
Ditic
Eniwetok: Sir, here's thiq prett. at 9:30 in the morning.
ey, president of t h e
James
Ward
Throu
-'7:30 in the evening.
University of
* •.•
ty blonde schoolteacher you
Throughout its 75 years of
Kentucky and
New
C. -hastess will be Mrs.
state drive chairmn for
ing t
talked to In a San Fraaciaoci
Thursday, February 6
operation. Kroger has been a
Arlie I
KenSc
•ootn
cafeteria last November. She's
tucky.
.The ria•-n and County Home
leader in movements tu stimulate
The Murray
oor
4•1•1 cob_
i
- s.
Patrice Onion 25. Yes, shell
Serving.. with Mrs. Reikl
Ciatir will meet at secen
sales—a- farm product*. B. H.
'•• •
- Met January 21 at the Murray
ey,
The Busine
write, once she gets your 6
Warneres Circle o'clock in the evening in the who is a board member and a
Kroger, who began the company
home
High Schaal projection room, of
the F:rst Baptist Church
APO.- McLeod wrote to the
former vice - president of
with one small store in Cinwill lame of Mrs. Stubb Wilson.
The meeting was called to it-- I meet
the
Board of Education, giving dein the home of Miss. Lo• ••
American Heart A.ssuciation
cinnati. 0., and:a capital investder by the presiderit. June Foy. i rene
, will
th Tee
tails he remembered — name
Swann. Co-hostess will be
be such notables as Gen.
ment of $722. would often buy
Minutes were 'read t Betty I Mra..
Mark
oreat
Pat, lifirne state Utah, fifth
Edd Adams and. Mrs. Selor
W. Clark, famed World
carloads of food products which
.
Hart_ seeretaty. and fall was -Darn
War I
grade teacher — and sald hi
ell is program leader.
commander; former New
he sold on the spas. He was
called by Ireasurer.'J ,yce
York
.
vented .to know her better,
•••
•
Guy. Thomas E. Dewey;
among the first retailers in the
• AcUai
gis. Mrs Wrather and Mr:
ahe turned up. (hdernattoisa))
The Teasbnistrese Club
nation to use food advertisements
E. Stevenson; Winthrop
- Will
gill: passed out pr acet ba 'Its meet
W. Aldat 6 p.m. at :he Murn
in newspapers. using such ads
rich, former
Ambassador :o
o
arid 4-H calendars. Donna .GraWomen's Club House.
TheaFetiiiiato.nal Class of
on a' regullih" basis before the
the England; Mrs. Wendell WiWue;
gan and June Foy made plans
F.rst Bapo...; Church met
• S ••
turn if the century.
for a movie magnate .David 0. Selzfor prolect meetings for their
cnili supper and program in
Famous -firsts" pioneered by
Tuesd
nick;
ay.
and
Febru
Charl
ary
the
es
4
E.
respective sew.ng groups. Three
Wilson,
home of Mrs. James
'
• T h e Murray A.sae
Kroger include operation of its
fumie
r
Defen
Parke
se
mbly
r,
Funeral Homo
Secoe
of
tary.
new
members. Jerry
!itea.c. :Rainbow for Girls
own bakeries end incorporation
Mrs. Dwight D. Eisen
will meet -a' Nor h 10th Street, Friday evenRonnie Shett eo. a n d Johnny
hower
is
sae
of meat markets in grocery stores
January 24.
the Masonic liall at 7
Service. Equipped
honorary chairman and Dr.
pm.
Pocoek, were welcomed into
Paul
to pave the way for today's
• • •.
Hostesses.w ere Mesd
the
ames Dudley White of Boston, 1:
with Oxygen
club. An interesting Min on
"laid department store." It was
Parker. -Joe Beker
The. Cherry Corner li.arn
Littleton, President's 'heart consultant, safety wie shown by Mro Davis
e- Irwin
— Friendly Service —
also the first retail food company
, nrakers Club will meet
Gilso
n,
and
honor
Edgar
ary
Shirley.
co-chairman.
at one
club leader. and the meeti
to maintain its own quality _conng o'clisek in the afternoon
Mrs. Clif Cowan gave
311 N. 4th St.. Ph. 98
Both Mrs. Barkley and'
t h e
in the
was adanurned.
the
trol and research organization,
devotional and Mrs. Carl
home of Mrs. N. A. Ezell
late
Veep "were most activ
Tucker,
.
e
in
president of the class',
presided the early days of fire Heart
at the.. business meeting.
Fund drive in this state
when
Three visitors attended
t h e we needed them most," De.
supper. They were Mrs.
Mar- Dickey stated.
shall Stallone. Mrs. Pete
Byars,
and Mrs. _Bobby Jae Wade
. OthCAN'T DE COP
ers attending were
Mesdames
Loyd Math. Clarence
WAS
Bennett,
HINGTON IF —President
Donald Hunter, Anna
R u t ii Eis.rnhuwer is ineligible to beGuerin. Eugene Russell,
come
a
Luther
policeman or a fireman
DOPE FINDS—Lorenzo Orlando, 57. and wife
Dunn, Jr., Hugh Eddie
BOB RANDOLPH, Serviceman
Rose, 58, look
Wilson, sr the District of Columbia. The
a bit disconsolate as they are led
Rudell Colson, and Biro
to federal agent's auto
Mc)ou- clehrict's cnmmissioners ruled out
in New York after seizure of 20 pounds
of heroin (lower)
anyone suffering from
valued at $1,000,000 In their attic. This
Ileitia—
• • ••
Is part of a threethe intestinal ailment
w h ic h
city swoop-down in which 21 persons--nin
e In New York,
struck the President in
eight In Philadetphia, four in Wash
1956—
ington—and $7,000,000
cannot join either of the
worth of herein got into U. S. clutches.
forces.
It's the largest Lingle-day ban) In history, more than
for all of 1957. Who's
The
term
Located in ... WARD AUTO
-Christian"
was
Lucky Luciano, In the belief
it?behInd
SUPPLY BUILDING
. (INferuafirskii)
fine, applied to the followers
of
Jesus Chriat in Antioch AnMrs. -Billy G. Hurt
512
West
Main Street
entertained the Willing Work
ers Sunday takyst, Turkey. • scene of St.
School Class Of Scatt
Paul's first ministry.
s Grove
with ,a dinner at the
Triangle
inn
recently. Mrs. Hurt
is
--tiesurher if he
dinner, the
group
met at Mrs. Hurt's
home and a
business meeting was
conducted.
The do% a..nal was
given by
If No Answer Call 258
Mn,
.and-AM—Paid
Gatle
in prayer.
ameasmese
Seventeen members and
twe
visitors were present.
* ENDS TONITE *
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Lochie Landolt, Ediior

Tally Ho II, Zeta
Benefit Bridge Held
At Club House
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Six Loeal Students
Attend World Youth
Meeting In Paducah

Mrs. Barkley
Named To
Heart Group

4H Chit

•
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Foundational Class.
.1leets For Chili
Supper Recently

Joht
Frut

Max. H. Churchill

NOW OPEN...

BOB'S TV SERVICE
6 Years Experience Servicing TV
In Murray

Mrs. Billy Hurt
Entertains Class
With Dinner Party

rlei
-

I

ta

Expert Repair on All Makes TV
& Radio

•

.Phone 788
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Maratlig

Cities Expand
Delinquency Fight

gAgy O seeyeAa.oars asepH
ige—Nurse Joan Hall of Mary's
Help hospital In San Francisco holds the
7-pound baby boy
born to a girl only 10 years old. She is
believed to be the
youngest mother in U. S. medical hIstur
y She named tier
stepfather as the baby's father. He is
Harry M. Lee, 2,
i.
Under arrest, he denied the accusation.
The mother weighs
only 73 pounds more than baby. (hifernati
oaal Soondph,•

SCOTT DRUG CO. I
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIA
LISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

Phone

433

CHICAGO —5F— Most
of the
largest clues in
the United
S.:a:es have expanded
their programs • tu fight op.:enlist
delinaquency.
_The _Amerman Munscqaut
- as=
sociatien reported that
the cities
found an increase in
crime by
the young and then
decided to
do.sutre:hing about it.
As association survey
showed
:het all lie covered
cities with.
populations
y 250.000 and the
the) Pri!Y at smaller communities have police juvenile
bureaus.
. Bewdee. two'-ttierdei
of
the
conemmities have bruue
bt private and public groups
into a
concercei war against youn
g offenders.
The phases of the battl
e include censorste p •4 bte
'Its and
• oferainrnent and bens
against
:he
carrell*
of
SW1tchbidecie
knives and curfews:
The Uni•ed States consumes
aniut BO per cent of the workl
's
c-vffeit crop.

Armed pollee patrol Caracas street
leading to motor pooL

ne

'NO DOWN PAYMENT'
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WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
irk
"BREAK THROUGH THE
_
CHINA GATE. or diet" "

no
tni
ttu
vvi
th
II

Du

p
fP

hi

PINED POE SPANKING — Mrs.
Juanita Duff, 44. Houston, Tex.,
fifth grade teacher, was tined
8750 for spanking Doris Mans
Frazier, 12. Both are shown
here. The spanking took place
May 10, 1955. The Site included
$500 for pain and humiliation,
$250 medical expennek exemplar/ damages. (Thternationcif)

MANY WONDERFUL
BARGAINS STILL HERE ... SA
VE ON N

Students dash across Caracas • squar
e after a aldrintek.
THE JIMENEZ OVERTHROW—These NBC
Newsreel photos
show scenes of revolt in Carac
as which led to overthrow
Auld flight of President Marcos Perez
Jimenez, the "benevolent dictator." The military finall
y joined with the populace to °tut lenencs.
(Isr
!anal STiminholoR
--Aff —yaw
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ESDAY — JANUARY 28,
1958
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,
the
Krogir rgod n,,Undation.

AY — JANUARY 28, 1958

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCK1

where foods sold in hs
stores are
tested.

Weekly News Letter

Kroger today is still
the only
one to operate a
scientific and
home economics center
of the
scope of the Food
Foundation,
where more than
3,000,000 tests
impact are run
each year by 25
fool.,
o, Mr. experts.
g that
Annual Kroger sales
today are
frozen in excess of
billion and a
half
rovelty dollars. It
is a company
whose
if the growth has
been typically
Ameeadded, ican
— a combination
of, the
'red a free enterprise
ideal, a louch
s.
of Horatio Alger, and
Isole'
and core of
common sense
based on
grow- a thorough
knowledge Of
the
evelop likes
and needs of the
consunieee
foods
andard
e, acmeat
United
!ulture
eading
tdered
ust a

per ward ter on. day, minted. 017 arenas tar

OR SALE
HUBNER Perfiction oil stove
ith over, also new leatherbed.
de. P. It. Palmer, 304 S. 6th.
hone 91
J30C
ICE, like new, 30 in.
electric
toe e,
ouse
en. Apartment size
refrigera.or. Cal'
ouse

17

J29C

TFC

J_L)WORD PUZZLE
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'uultry
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d outel
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etit
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go
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Narrow, flat
hi•ard
'hair
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raele•• new
111.4n.or course
Hypeiheriesi
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t Lek.
Want
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pro-

"We
said,
ids a
when
52t his

HEIN SHE IS, MAC-atlemo

to USAF Lt.. Bill McLeod, on
Eniwetok: Six, here's that pretty
blonde schoolteacher yea
talked to In a San Fre/seises
cafeteria last November. She's
Patrice Olsen, 25. Yes, shell
write, once she gets your
APO' McLeod wrote to the
Board of Education, giving details he remembered - name
Pat, hOme state Utah fifth
grade teacher - and said ha
canted .to know her better
•he turned up. (iefernotI
onal)

rs of
en a
white

5. H.
party
Cmwestbuy
which
was
the
dents
•

'

Funeral Homo
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
811 N. 4th St.. Ph. 98

...

•

30LPH,

trience Servicing TV
Murray
AUTO SUPPLY BUILDING

rat Main Street

WILL rent sewing machines by.
week • or month. Pfaff Sewing
Machine Sales & Service. Lassiter Cloth Shop. Phone 1733-J.
F1C
"Park:hg

is
no
Problem" at
Starks Hardware, 12th & Poplar. Phone 1142 for free city
delivery.
TFC

Services Offered

yet

complete, such
port cities earing the year to provide anOmaha, Nebraska
C i t y, nual savings of $1,800,000
to
Browsville, St. Joseph, Kansas consumers.
City, Myrick, Waverly, Glasgew,
Average use among residenand others have waterfront faci- eal censum,rs was nearly
6:0p4)
lities for shipping grain.
killowatt-hours, which is nearBarge shipments of grain have ly doable the national average.
increased. markedly. Ten years Residential
rates
averaged
1.2
as

ago

they
were 85,000 tons a
year. The 1957 tonnage represents a 70 percent increase over
that of 1956 when 650,000 tons
were shipped.

tr-c"halitean Mt,
11- I'Tired
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2.1-14.hylootheri
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-9:1 -nanny
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prtotvrf
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winner
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•
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41— Hfretinn
volv•ano
43---Shet at front
cover
•
44 — Thwrougl.:itrit
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NOTICE_

1

grain
GRAND
Discount

01-NINGl
Pachall's
House, Hazel, Ky. All
nylon
living • room suites. eXchange $99.95. Big size cedar
c'nerits $24.95, 9x12 linoleum ruge
$3.95, Arrive' base eckers $34.95,
white pain! $1.95 per gal. Opening Seturday, February 1: Come
early and register for free coffee table.
J30C

-4*- $hane .hisper

pre.,

mess.,,,
S7 -1iIrl'L
A continent
f•rthr
In. Nathe mo-tal
- rs-lamallon
RE - ranee,.

SINGER Sewer
:itathei:-Sale;
and Service •
mekte,
mile on Lynn Gi .ve Road. Leon
Hall. Phene 934-J before 8:00
e.m, or after 4:00 p.m.

J30C

increasing

The

. EXCUSE FAILS

shipments

into.. the. region

STOCKPORT, England, 4
,
1 —
Daniel Roberts thought he had
a good excuse for failing to
buy a license for 'his television
se.. but was fined because it
wasn't guuct
•enough. An official
testified
that
when
he
asked
iluberd why he had no license,
he replied: "The set has been
running quite well without one."

persons
of 85
reflects TVA lakes

z... /COMM,

• thret% an arm acrone his lace Tol "If
I was a men f' • "ee ' •
ill are nun
-.Abet nay
used ion thetokirep
the,
Julie
1.0.vnian
dend
i• se the Moro
Clare Lorothera I
turned .mound and looked at
Cute milieu ta.nuy
-woo
••
Oliemenes rer • iron It
everyone
in
general.
AID
res.
yOU with htb nein; tipped turvw.itu tie
Cord the patent
le the
.41e. man
peupie
nut ...Lather th.
got
business sotto:Mac. lock of nail Dubbing slightly
Hut
iy.irin.oed set ond Or.thel i• the flrel else?"
eyes Field Julie S. .111 though there
• vole :nett melted DUI 'he
'S.im Buckner who ran the feed i were
'per•ri.
Tirane
enet
Loth's
so man) eecrets Detween
nd
•.‘
lalwatati
at
me.
-You them that a little thing like ots
%ere ,DA., Pqm .11 A..4.,• Puts AN, Stoleuuure, us uccurui
. the arched by Irate from CM.
pretty pocky. creating up net brothel wean! goale 1 you Smoke 7"
ing to destroy them
He sleet!
ra.s
.'
n-er
...Adler There. trouble
-You'o oetted drift. Sam."
I so softly that I almoat
ant
"'"
iii
"
ems°
SAM,
and
••••.i. stair,
meant
ip
it.
et th• women
Normally I catch nis words.
•• • in Veil to Cord
Mier then nee. dun t _pick tights, nut I'm
capyou. Julie? Would you
r•
.0 hie,led foNDA•NA
disliking
te
ene .1 the men terdw hie vountt •able of nandling those that come really shoot me""
et,
Slmnli• Smoke Is telling nlY way
He didn't wail. for an answer;
Ii. story
Pot a minute I thought Sam i geess
no knew it. and i
was going te try medui size. out
guess close enough.
CHAPTER 7
He
mat
finally. ne scratches) nil nead and
stepped around nil
norse
'no
take Eh" to the horse said. "Hell. whercs the profit"
swung up.
There
trough and ,
wasn't any7lean nlm up."
You fight one O'Dare anti you
Corn anon to me
thin
I
- uld du
taut to tole•w
i
- tot Julie oder.
• gut to tight'
em all. roll not
u or the pack at tne
e
1 s'ilitel at ntm ..ondering why Hist."
.
He Lumen end premed ri,s Ougg) •iet eyes
never' leaving
he Should even care Fie made an aiik)
thr_tugh and others followed Cord's
taco—
eereeteritt-driettnre %Mt his
- Fidriel. -t him-- until I was alone oy the
i sera. -Fos mire sorry. Julie"
.
Go on ilo ill you're told flow "
t buggy
1 doubt that ene even neard
ii;
I put ni,) minds under Bill's ,
Not alone exactly, for
Julie me. Cora rode out ana i emeo
7 arnipits and with a little grunting came out 01 the lion Marvin.,
saw him an•I at the end at the etree*
Otsego-red tutspie with Men
rhe the crowd breaking up anti came I
looked hack in time to see Julie
new• al the tight
nail spread. un with a quickened step
By turn to ner brother
. exactly now always remained • I the time she was neat enough
to
Feor s tiny Corct and I. rode
nivster) with me as no one nad see Bill stretched out, alto
lust
without speaking the mid-morn'
• ft Lananewe Mace since it had let go of het parcels a.nr1
parasol
mg sun was scalding and I pulled
7 III
.. .•iirteti A dozen 3.1..POncis Cats's and ran toward
him
She looked
thy net low to cut the, mounting
citizens were stomping down the at net Mother and then at
me
glare.
After a while Cord paused
otiardwalk as I got Bill.. around and the glance she gave
me wait
'T
the pinch rall and on the edge at meant to kill me dead as could to roll a smoke. I maid. -Yiei
really think Bill
Hageman's a
f
the trough
The
water
wasn't be. - nrere
wasn't anything
metier, Cord?"
what I'd choose to wash with. out could say. the best
thing was to
"Someone is," he said. 'Cattle
this wasn't tile time to get fussy. leave her alone and give her time
don't Just disappear. Smoke."
down as easy for
F
could. to figure mit it wasn't M9 fault
-Heil, Vince Fisuidolf could .."
tilt he slipped and fell ire
So I went along the walk and
"Vince don't nave the guts."
One of the men iaughed and
gathered
up
the
things She'd
Cord
said quickly. He puffea in
looked at rem
"You think that dropped and placed them in the
the cigarette. "Figure It out for
Wail funny.
" I asked.
You may buggy.
yourself, Smoke. A calf is wean...aortae, about my taking Bill's
She was angry. As angry as
ed. then disappears. No Drand,
j./P all, this wav tout I ought to ex- I'd ever seen her,
but she no
He
plain about me. if you haven't al. longer pointed per anger at me nothing to identify him."
paused to scan the vast stretch
ready guesned it: I like every- -Sniuke." sbe said with
frightenot
flats.
-There's a
nundreo
dr...fly; that's my falling. Don't ing quietness. -7tutt giveegne
gullies out there. Smoke. Gullies
have an enemy in the world
good reason why thin happepet"
where, 8 man could hold a few
Bill Flagemsp %%TM sputtering
"Argument." I said, being mithead for a week at so without
snot trying to sit up now
vague
"Honest. Julie,
I took ponely
there being one chance in a nun'
off his neckerchief and bathed hls there wasn't anything i ,:mild do.
dred of their being found."
fade
Cord mid made a real mess 'They pest in into each other."
"But where would the rustler
of It and Bill was going to
"I've been prayirez this would
wear •
sell 'ens?"
few sCRE11.
, .. a renender for the never happen.- she glad.
Then
He
looked
at .me, kind
of
rest otitis life. His eyes were be- she looked past me. toward Lanasquinty-eyed. -One of these days
ginning to forms and he looked
han'a
and
frusn
way
the
her
exat
I'll
take
thglk
a
ride
I
up
to
•
me
All he saw weft that 1 was pression hardened, I knew that
Rindo's springs and
a talk
an O'Insre and ne knocked
my cord had stepped out.
with Heck Overlahri. There may
bandit away from him At another
Now some men would nave be some shipping going
on there
time tins would have made
me walked
wide
a
berth
around that we don't know about."
tore, nut not then. I stnnd
there Julie until she cooled off, but
He
grinned
at
me.
"You make
and waited and when he
began Cord wasn't built that way. He
light of what happened In Lana to sag sgainel helped him
eft up untied our nurses and toil them
han's in e8140 MA shltfuld ask you.
lie knew he couldn't
make It alone across the street. When I looked
you understand?"
and he maid, "Will you help
me. at him his face was expression"Sure. Cord.
Anything
you
'Smoke"less and if he was
bit sorry for say."
Now I figure It takes
a pretty what he had done, then he sure
He laughed then and rapped
eig man to put his feelings aside wasn't showing
any of it to either me on the shoulder with his
fist
%like that. so I hoisted
him to ME of its,
"Come
on, let's get home. We
feet and .s'e started acmes
the
Julie faced him squarely. "You got a new woman In
the
house.
street to Julie, buggy The
crowd gave me your promise that there and she ain't at all
hard to Molt
follee'ed out I paid them little
weeldn't be trouble, la tins all at." He jabbed his
horse with
mind
BM couldn't do anything
your word's worth, Cord?"
his heels and rode ahead Of me,
but lay down so I helped
him
"You knew this had to hap- letting
•

CONTROVERSIAL

HOUSE

CHICAGO -415--

The motortrade that downtown stores
hove loot to the suburban shopping
centers
cannot
be
won
back. M able Walker. executive
director of the Tax Institute,
ist

Wrote
Public
in
Management,
mane of • the
International
City Managers' Amyx/elation.
Regional ceri',rs e are crowing
rapidly, Miss Walker wrote, and
competition for the remaining
downtown trade has increased.
Regional branches jf downtown
stores are often mare profitable
than the parent stores, she adlded
- Miser
urban
having

Walker
predicted
that
redevelopment, althouta

some
11TAPOrtrance,
will
not bring suburbanites track into
town except from time to time.

City stores can remain prosperous, she
said,
by
serving
thosse wee: remain in the city,
but the appeal Must be to the
pedeserian. no: the motorist.

BARNET, England
— Jazz
band leader Humphrey Lyttelton
today defended the conventional
design of 'a new house he plans
to build against the protest of
SLEEPY DISC JOCKEY
the local Council that it is "antisocial." Lyttelton said he designEL CENTRO,
lif. ,1F — Jim
ed
the -hoUse to resembles" a (Sleepy) Cauhape, disc jockey on
cow shed to protect his neighbors the end-of-the-day music progagainst the noise of his trumpet ram -"Moonlight Serenade" put
when he practices.
himself to sleep with a dreamy
long playing r ec o rd Tuesday
SAVINGS BANK SPUTNIK
night. The needle scratched at
the end of the record for 20
SETO, Japan t — A Japanese minutes before a fellow employe
company launched its own satel- arrived to wake sleepy up.
lite
program. It shipped 10,000
boxes of porcelain savings banks
The U. S. Coast Guard dates
to the United States confident from Aug. 4. 1790, when by an
they . will find a ready market act of Congress it was formed
as soon as the U. S. successfully and given 10 boats to protect
launches its satelllite. The banks the
revertue
and
enforce
the
are shaped like the U.S. Sputnik. I eueeorris laws,

SNOW UP TO IS IAKNES
LEAVES TRAIL OF DEAD
IN NORTH CENTRAL US

e.
SOVIET SCIENTIST

IN CHICAGO, IRK

REPORTS A WAKE

DECLARES HE LL
PERSONALLY 1055

HAS OPENED CRACK
6 FEET WIDE its
PARES LONG IN
05111 MONGOLIA

PENTAGON SHAKEUP

ATLANTA
RP
—
A
police
search for a stolen car in Atlanta
has been only partly successful
so far. 1 hey Mina the car abandoned dal a city park—but the
rear wheels were missing.

UNITEp
STATES
DYNAIWIE STICK.
POUND IN UTSLE
ROCK NIGH SCHOOL

TWO KLANSMEN CHARGED
WITH INCITING TO RIOT
AFTER INDIANS BREAK
KLAN RALLY IN
NOITH CAROLINA

SEARCH

CEDAR CITY, Utah uI —Police
Chief -Tony Lardbert, whose department nas only one cruiser.
was patrolling the town on foot
today, looking for the black car
marked "cedar city police" that
someone stole yesterday from in
front of the police station.

DULLES GROUP
SITS IN AS
SAG140AO PACT
NATIONS TAUT
IN ANKARA

SOVIET FREIGHTER IFOIIMER U
LIBERTY SNIP, IS PEEMITTED
TO Put IN AT MIDWAY SIG US
NAVAL BASE FOR STORM REPAil

WHIMS OF NAVY PLANE

rot...obi by mbyrbme• bi the awypre mlblisba. Modem
zz: ler.; aoreetwe
es Kos ewe.. seeedea

using the lakes for recreation
purposes. This was two more
than in 1956.
.
Pickwick Lake in north Alabama had ten fatalities, a sharp
increase from the year before
when o n 1 y one recreational
death was recorded. Following
are the preliminary figures for
all lakes:
Pickwick
10;
Kentucky
9;
Guntersville 8; Chickamauga 5;
Wheeler, Hales Bar, Fort Loudoun, and' Blue Ridge 4 each;
Watts Bar 8; Wilson,Norris,
Douglas, and Bovine 2 e a c h;
Cherokee, Parksville, Great
Falls, Watauga, South Holston,
and Fort Patrick Henry 1 each.
No druvenings were reported for
Nudely,- Chatuge, Hiwassee, 0cuee No. 3 and Fontana lakes.

WORLD WEEK

PARTLY SUCCESS

FOOT

were
dreamed
in
during 1957 while

Downtown Stores
Lose Trade To
Suburban Shops

LOST WITH 7 ABOARD
PICRLD LIP 71:0 PARES
SOUTHWEST OF Hawaii

/
AFRICA

SECOND PRESIDENTIAL
vOYF IN GUATEMALA
FAILS 70 GIVE ANY Of
3 CANDIDATES A WAR
MAJORITY, NATION'S

CONGRESS TO ACT

•
•
AUSTRALIA

0,,„„

°CIO et

MILITAI• JOINS POPULACE TO BOOT
OUT JIMENEZ REGIME IN VENEZUELA

O

C•A
,

• INANC*

by Limbo Buslamlner
WHAT I WASTED A WHOLE
LOOK
MONTH BEFORE CHRISTMAS BEING

GOOD
FOR

-Would

All Makes TV & Radio

le 788

sewer Call as

*

•tep
11--Fainelensin
7 not
to-Frott

• •••1 T. tl.rter.111•46
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J29C

Dlirnig the . past year about the fast gruwing livestock and
1,100,000 tons ea grain and grain poultry industries, TVA said.
products were barged into the
Estimates of all river shipTnnessee Valley over the Un- ments during 1957 are 12,600,proved
waterway, more
than 000 and 2,100,000,000 ton-miles,
half of it f r om midhvestern a new yearly record, compared
states west of the 'Mississippi with 12,300,000 tuns and 2,000,River, TVA said today, when 000,000 ton-miles during t h e
estimates
for the 1957 traffic previous year.
became available. Because the
Valley region does not produce ' A eonsolidated report • showing
nearly enough grain for its own operating results
t, t h e 149
use,
outbound
shipments
of municipal and co-uperative disgrain and grain
products
are tributors of TVA power during
negligible in comparison to those :he fiscal year 1957 has been
inbound.
issued by IVA and reveals that
-At the present time Minnea- electricity sales by distributors
polis-St. Paul and St. Louis are has increased item 4.1 billion
the major barge loading points wilowatt hours 'in 1947 to 15.6
for grain bound -for the Ten- billion in 1957.
nessee River ports of Florence,
At the close of the year the
Decatur, and Guntersville, Ala- distributors were serving 1,460,bama,
and
Chattanooga
and 000 consumers. Revenue totaled
Knoxville, Tenn. Tiowever, and $163
million
and
net inconie
despite the fact that the Mis- was approximately' $25.5 million.
souri 'River navigation channel
Thirty-four of the distribuwhich extends into the heart of tion systems reduced rates or
the grain producing area, is not rrmoved an amortization charge

cents a kilowatt-hour, well under half the national average
of 2.6 cents.
Businese Property, 2nd floor of The demand for Avon CosmeThe report disclosed that the
is tremendous. We
Day & Nite Cafe building. 20 tics
train
distributors' investment in elecby 70 feet, exceNerd condition, you. Avon eieeededi
eonedly
diver-,
ittt•-•Flte.-approximately 1,100,000 tric plant Increased• from less
private
entrance.
See
Trent lised a ACT-11 on T.V. Miss Alma
tons -inbound during last year than $150 million to nearly $575
Wells, Mgr., Day & Nite Cafe. "Catlett, P. O. Box 1004, Padu,
represented 480,000,000 .t u n - million in the last 10 years.
cah,
Kentucky.
J29C
TFC
mile being one ton shipped one
••••••••••••
mile.
Preliminary figures show that

Jusna, znonirn!
•

714-it.

Female Help Wanted I

JAMES KEENE'S powerful new novel
411

THERE
are
several
vacancies
for the second semester in the
Sigma Kindergarten. For information call Mrs. William Pogue,

ON Farmer Ave., near college.
One side of new brick- and stone
STOCK removed free.
dudleg, two 'bedeooms, kitchen, DEAD
lireng room, dining area, bath, Radio dilspatched trucks. Duncan
storage
room, cat-purO Com- Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
pletely ,private. Phone Hy-2311 days a week. call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
after 4 vim
J30C
1308,
A7C
UNFURNISHED
APT., with 3
rooms and bath.. Available now.
Near college. $30 monthly. For
appointment phone 721.
J29C

9-

51 -Keel

3 OR 4 ROOM
UNturnished
apartment. Heat, lights, water
and garage furnished. See at
1106 W. Main or call 5124:
Fine
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Dining Room Suite, 2 end tables, SOFA, BED,
grey upholstery, 6
table
drum
(Duncan
Phufe), feet long, $20. See or call after
desk and chair, factory - made 4p.m. 307 N.
12th. Phone 1690.
quilting frames, roll-away bed,
J3OP
'1.V cha:r, book case (practicalANTIQUE
ly new). Call 969-J-1 after 3:30.
SALE: 1 three Piece
marble
top
bedroom
J28P walnut
sdite. Mrs. Harold L. Stone, Rt.
•
3, Murray. Call 528-R-4.
J29C
Professor's Dream House. One
mock from college. 3 oeciroorns,
two bathre study, air conditioner, autorneac heat. Phone 721.
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'NO DOWN PAYMENT'
w•th SHEREE monrm
TONY RANDALL

Y & THURSDAY

71ROUGH THE
GA re_ or diet"

4

--,

-.E:steemdta greeSeedeeceEetia-e

ABBIE an' SLATS

THE GoGS GAio THAT AS SOON

t.

AS I REACHED THE MOON I
WAS TO SEND SAO( REPORTS

HOP

!E'S(GAST') CCMING
'THROUGH,SIR-0013115

HAS REACHED
THE MOON";

ON EVERYTN1NG
15,4W, I
TURN THIS

KNOB AND...

GPLENCAD.
RECORD EVEe
WORD HE

TRANSMITS-FOR
THE GREATER.
GLORY OF SCIEN-

THE MOON STRIKES
ME AS A KIND 0' NICE PLACE
T'SF'END A VACATION,' IT'S
WARMISH HERE, AND THEY

GOT A TREE THAT u3OK5
LIKE A PALM 'TREE,'

TIFIC

RE5EARcm:

LIL' ABNER

by Al Capp

I-IONEY.P:rzAH'M GONNA
SUPPORT YO'IN LUXUR`l
PO' TN'REST 0'`/ORE
NATCHERAL LIFE!!

nave

CKINSON•NAT KING1OLE

by Rakeburn Vas Rums

A EYsECUTIVE IS A
MAN WHO GOT,BRAINS
ENIJFF TO.GIT SOMEONE ELSE TO DO A
JOB HE HA1N'T GOT
' BRAINS ENUFF TO
DO HIMSELF!!

a

' settle in the

back

•

of the rig. He pen,"

me eat his dust. ..

be said.

(To Be Continued)
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Mercury is
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for 1958:
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3 ALL NEW MONEY-SAVING MARAUDER V-8 EN

0. oo

fiHP
MONTEREYS

GINES

HP

AL roll ,
tir tw.
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ad

Op r•F

MONTCLAIR',

lAj
e

tar

FOR THE
PARK LANES

Iii'
to
100

.90.

PLUS ALL THESE ADVANCES IN ENGINE
DESIGN:
NEW efficiency-more power from less fuel
NEW power-per-pound -higher than any other car
NEW power-up to 360 hp-so you can level moun
tains
NEW torque-up to 480 lb. ft.-for instant respon
se
NEW compression'-10.5 to 1
NEW passing power-30 to 50 m.p.h. in 3.‘sec
onds

f.
to'
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Cornporeng 4410rsury's Pork
lane wIth 4 door asochsis
w,th standard pow..

rm
Take 10 minutes to Test Drive the
a
WORLD'S RRST-Theye three photos highl
ight the coming Into bein
g of' the woerld•a first fullscale atomic electrialty generating stati
on for.civinan needs, at
Shipping-port, Pa., in the .Pitt
burgh area...One is the powet plant from
s.
the reitaide. Another lath
e heart of the Whole business, the multi-millIon-dollar, bilOon nucl
ear core, shown -being lowe
red into position with Its
fuel charge of 14 tons of natittal uran
ium and 165 pounds of illghly
enriched uranium. The third
photo is downtown Pittsbur:gh, lit up like
a Christmas tre,
e4 atomic power.
(international)

515 So. 12th St.

MERCURY Performance Champion
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